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Section 1.

a)

Whistlers and VLF emissions

\Yhistlers

The st udy of whistlers is divided into t\l·o pri n cipal subjects. The first subject
ts conce rned with the whistler penetration characteristics through the ionosphere.
And the second one is to know their propaga tion features in the magnetosphere and
also to deduce the magnetospheric properties.
As for the first subject, the propagation f eaturcs of upgomg whistler waves arc
investigated by mea ns of full-wave theory.

It is fou nd fro m the study of longi tudinal

propagation that the density gradie n t of the D region infl uen ces seriously on the
whistle r penetration a nd we ha ve to take into aecoun t the wave-interfere nee effects.
Next the equatorial penetration of upgoing ELF a nd VLF waves is studied by means
o f full-wave theory, from which it is fou nd that there exists a narrow band of possible tunneling transmission around 1kHz (Hayakawa and Ohtsu, l 973a ) . Experimentally, the propagation c haracte ristics of w histlers in the lower ionosphere is examined using the measurement on board the K - 9M 26 rocket (H ayakawa eta!., 1973).
Moreover, the transmission properties of dol\·ngoing whistlers a re stud ied theoretically
(Hayakaw, 1974) as well as experimentally (lwai et a l. ).
As fo r the second subject, the cu rrent attention is paid to the evidences of the
presence of low-latitude whistle r ducts. H ayakawa a nd Ohtsu (1973b) have fou nd a
st rong indirect evidence of ducted propagation.

Then l \\·ai et a!. have carried out

the measurement of wave normal direction of whistlers in the ionosphere and go t an
in-situ evidence of ducted pwpagation for low-la titude sunset whistlers.

Their results

have also supplied us with the clear picture on the transmission and trapping cones
for downcoming whistlers. Additionally, Hayakawa and Tanaka (1973) have round
that the echo-tra in and hybrid whistlers observed at Sakushima are attributed to t he
guided propagation a long thin ducts in the eq uato ria l ionosphere.
Non-dueled whistler propagation in the inner magnetosphe re ts discu~sed u~ing
the rocket measuremen t. The observed resulrs arc consistently explained in terms of
t he propagation in the magnetospheric model with including the effect of the equator ial anomal y (Ha yakawa, 1974).
The remarkable phenomena of low-latitude whist lers during magnetic disturbances
are c urrently studied, such as the enha n ce ment of occurrence rate and diffuseness
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and the diminution of dispe rsion.

Using the date at ?\Ioshi ri , Tanaka and Hayakawa

(l973a) have found that the enha nced diffuseness of "vhistlcrs during disturbances is
the consequence of the broadening of ducts region consisting of many elemental ducts.
Then the enhanced occurrence rate is found to be closely associated '' ith the ionospheric spread- F irregularities (Ta naka and Hayakawa, 1973b).

Lastly, by comparing

t he whistler dispersion at Moshiri with the density profile in the topside ionosphere,
Tanaka a nd Ilayakawa have found that the depletion in disp er sion is caused by the
depletion in electron density along the whistler path and the inward movement of
duc ts is neglig ible.
Kashiwagi (1974) ha ve carried ou t the observation of low latitude nose whistlers
at Moshiri.

He tried to d ete rmine the path latitude in the following way.

In the

calculation of dispersion, he adopted the gy ro-frequen cy and exponential models for
the magnetospheric densi t y profile.

First, the obsernd dispersion in the routine-base

observation or in the low frequency ra nge is utili zed to d etermine the unknown
factors specif yin g the models for varying path latitudes.
for such models and is co mpared with the obsen·ation.

Th e nose effect is calculated
Then the p a th latitude is

determined such tha t the observed nose effect is closest to the calculation.

And it is

found that the path lat itude d etermined for the expone ntia l model is close r to the
lati tude deri ved from the experimental formula by Allcock.
Closely related with the first as well as second subject, I wai a nd a mas ter course
stud ent, Okada have carried out the direction findin g for low-latitude whistlers b y
means of four-param eter m ethod at Takaya ma . According to their preliminary
observation of t his winter, they have come to the conclusion that the available S/N
ration is only --... lOdB and then the measuring accuracy is not sufficient.

Therefore,

to improve the accuracy, the direction finding will be made at stations such as Moshiri
where high S/N ra tio can be obtained.

b)

VLF emissions

VLF hiss eve n ts observed at i\1oshiri from Jan . 1964 to Dec. 1968 have b een
in vestigated b y T a na ka et a l.

Then it is found tha t 56 percent of all events are as-

sociated wit h magn etic storms.

Examining, for these hiss events, the time delay of

occurren ce of hiss behind the commencement of storm , they ha ve found that the
en e rgy of elect rons responsible for the gen era tion of VLF hiss is of the order of
5kcv .

It is, also. suggested that th ese storm - associa ted hisses are genera ted inside

the plasmapause by d r ifting soft elect rons accompanied with the ring currence flowing
al
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R e geocentric distance.

The remaining events which are not rela ted with

storms may correspond to the equatorial VLF hiss observed around the equatorial
region of very low L values durin g quiet periods.
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The in-situ characteristics of VLF hiss eve nts during disturba nces are being
studied by making use of the data observed by Ariel- 3 satellite .
region of VLF hiss is found to rotate eastward during disturbances.

The generation
T his means that

the hiss is associated with drifting electrons and is quite consistent with the results
based on the above ground observations.
The above-mentioned low-latitude VLF hisses are, so far, consid ered to be the
consequence of waveguide mode propagation below the ionosphere of aurora l hiss.
However, our recent studies are inconsistent with such an idea. So we a re now
examining the morphological differences between the low-latitude and auroral VLF
hiss with special reference to their diurnal, seasonal variations, Kp dependence and
frequency spectrum etc.
c)

Location of Atmospherics

In order to improve the a mbigui ty for the fixing of the sources of atmospherics
a long the base lines of three DF stations, especia lly for the sources of South- East
Asia, test observations for measuring the distances from the sources ha ve been carried
out since last year. The principle employed in this measuremen t is the digita lized
GDD method which is an improved one of Heydt's method developed in Germany.
T he estimation of measuring accuracy for individua l atmospherics has been conti nued
at Moshiri, Sakushima, and Kagoshima.
Using the same stations mentioned above, the observation for fixing the atmospheric sources in and around Japan has been carried out by adopting the direction
finders operating at the frequency of 50 kHz (I\ishino, 1973) .

T he results observed

in this winter show good correlations between the d istributions of the atmospheric
sources and the activity of the cold fro nt (Nishino, 1974) .
For the purpose of the ranging of thunderstorms within 300 km, test observation
of the peak pulse amplitudes of atm ospherics emitted fro m the lightning discharge
was made this summer.
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